as far as it went BUT

'the presence of a ligature' DOES NOT MEAN IT CAUSED THE DEADLY BLOODED MARKS and the physics analysis
of the marks shows that the deadly action was from a STRAP-like LIGATURE (not a sheet, indicating that the
sheet was a decoy), further the strap ligature had been PULLED FROM *BEHIND* THE INMATE'S HEAD whereas
the sheet as seen in the autopsy was tied from the SIDE, showed no sign of having been pulled against any
resisting weight and the tail would have pulled up from that side, leaving no blooded marks on the side where
the weight resisted but blooded marks extended around that side.

*SO* the coroner's findings are not final UNTIL SHE HAS THE
FULL LE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE RESULTS......

Phillips is not 'paying attention' to #7 clearly
acknowledged above -- and wants the court to
be similarly ignorant.... [contemptible]

signing the death certificate is done to facilitate the
direction of investigation and grand jury processing,
and in no way ends her responsibility

Breyer's
lying
since he
was aware
of the
Coroner's
unfulfilled
requests
for data
from the
SO and
BCI.. or
Breyer is
stupidly
ignorant
of the
Coroner's
ORC
defined
responsibi
lity#7

ALSO

but when this 'comes to court', she has DISCOVERY
RIGHTS to 'change the status quo' this need isn't true

Wayne Gates had gotten access from a HACKER, likely the network security officer Harry Martin from
the SO.. as the page had beenSTORED IN PRIVATE SPACE on the Coroner's rented space in the
internet 'cloud' online. Private space items do not require password any more than car in your carport

as is his right when
Plaintiff INSULTINGLY
screws up
that folder
was private
temporary
storage for
the
coroner's
work hence
the name
prefix 't'

maybe Plaintiffs need to
learn the meaning of
'pending' including
'conclusions'...... 'bogus'
is MUCH MORE POLITE
than is deserved!
all of which were NEW to the coroner and constitute a data base addition to
her own figuring.....

PASSWORDS
ARE
IRRELEVANT
ON PRIVATE
SPACE.. per
CASE LAW
which the
fraud Phillips
(pretending
to be a
lawyer)
should have
known

having been given the owners' private URL by the SO hacker

the PUBLIC
was not
served ! an
UNSOLVED
HOMICIDE is
highly
undesireable
to the public
--especially
when the
SUSPECTS
ARE LAW
OFFICERS

assuming the court HAD
JURISDICTION in the 1st place

NOR DOES IT PRECLUDE DOING ANOTHER INQUEST for example IF more evidence becomes available
and/or more witnesses provide missing pieces of the events AS HAS HAPPENED IN THIS CASE being
provided with hallway video evidence after being denied same originally for over a year when earlier
deadline was required for filing the death certificate... the statute of limitations for murder is infinite
for a reason, requiring coverage of the rights of the deceased and the public

Clearly there was no inquest since Dr Varnau was unable to acquire the items of evidence on phone
calls as she had requested and IF IT WERE AN INQUEST THE USE OF COERCION WOULD HAVE
FOLLOWED including jail time for certain Chief Deputy for tampering with evidence under subpoena

but MAY NEED TO BE SWORN IN for appropriate coroner
responsibility in certain untruthfulness circumstances

apparently THAT coroner TRUSTED the statements of SOME of the witnesses but a
report should have been filed with full disclosure.. transparency is this Coroner's virtue

Dr Varnau's
requirement
for OATHS
is based on
the
untruthfulne
ss of certain
SO
authorities
determined
to protect
their
offspring as
you may
surmise
would have
satisfied the
Supreme
Court's
opinion

this stupid lawyer can't read, there is
no place in the law that precludes
another inquest should there be a
need and more evidence

a coroner is
also
expected to
exercise
FORENSIC
SKILLs
however
acquired..
which is so
obvious as
to question
this
lawyer's
HONESTY
and the PUBLIC DESERVES TO HAVE A RECORD
OF THAT EVIDENCE-BASED CONCLUSION as
does the next of kin and the deceased

Pompously this lawyer fails to decently respect the technical process work of layout
of screens and other programming design work that would simply use the current
status of the project as the basis for page creation... to be edited at the final version!

the evidence
was strong
enough to
determine
the death
certificate
BUT NOT
*MAYBE*
STRONG
ENOUGH FOR
A GRAND
JURY -UNLIKE
WHAT'S
TAKING
SHAPE WITH
THE
HALLWAY
VIDEO
properly
analyzed BY
THE PUBLIC..
in open court

WRONG, an inquest serves THE PUBLIC's right to know as can
be seen in the nickname Death-Squad as widely known

as well they
should be
thus treated
in an inquest
on a
homicide in
the public's
jail

what lawschool did this lawyer drop out of... Dr Varnau is ENTITLED to BOTH, and in
the federal case SHE WOULD HAVE DISCOVERY RIGHTS to the information, so getting it
now would save the effort later..... ;) especially if guilt is determined ahead of time !

OTC, she learned crucial confirmation of your client's guilt

no evidence, not probable cause

Justice would be served ! to
the benefit of the Court IF
NOT THE JUDGES

can this 'lawyer' say 'death certificate'

as well it
shouldn't
help Hornyak
nor Breyer
who messed
up the first
time since
they had
enough
evidence and
WITHHELD it
from the
Coroner and
the Grand
Jury

conclusion fails for lack of basis

apparently this bunch can't read. the ORDERS said do not CONVENE AN
INQUEST. it did not say cease working on facts and logic
The admit
that she did
NOT
CONVENE
AND
INQUEST..
so END OF
DISCUSSION
of contempt
by this
contemptible
lawyer

ABSOLUTE HILARITY-- The posting of the EVIDENCE SUBMITTED BY THIS MORON LAWYER WAS ACQUIRED UNDER
PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST AND CIRCULATED AS PUBLIC INFORMATION...... the moron Phillips GAVE IT OUT
HIMSELF as part of the court's public record and NOW BLAMES THE CORONER when he's the fool who gave it away.
IT WAS NEVER POSTED ON YOUTUBE UNTIL THE FOOL PHILLIPS PUT IT IN THE PUBLIC RECORD... what lawschool did
the fool drop out of... HIS CLIENTS SHOULD SUE HIM

Clearly this idiot lawyer NEVER PREPARES FOR COURT and expects that
Dr Varnau should be required to be as stupid as he is... the DEATH SQUAD
SHOULD SUE PHILLIPS and Holman

any access that Phllips and Gates had was obtained by a HACKER since the file
URL shows it was a PRIVATE STORED file not a 'published' on the internet file
and they are the CRIMINALS SINCE WHAT THEY ACCESSED constitutes FELONY 5

and the
COURT
REFUSED TO
TEST THE
ACCESS to
determine
CULPABILITY
though it's
seeable
NOW

rotfl at this pompous idiot....... somebody ought to
sue him just to find out if he defends himself any better
than he did these clients.....

